DIPACO offers two external o-ring kits for Caterpillar Electronic Unit Injectors. Kit RTF26300 contains the o-rings for the injector used in 3406E, C15, and C16 engines. For the injectors used in 3176, 3176B, 3176C, 3196, C10, and C12 engines use kit RTF26301. Each kit contains the o-rings for installing one injector.

Following is a description of the RTF26300 and RTF26301 components.

**RTF26300**
1. Top o-ring (blue with large cross section)
2. Middle o-ring (blue with small cross section)
3. Bottom o-ring (dark green)

**RTF26301**
1. Top o-ring (purple)
2. Middle o-ring 3176 & 3176B (pink) or 3176C, 3196, C10, and C12 (green)
3. Bottom o-ring (dark green)